Child Safety Wearable Device
ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the concept of a smart wearable device for little children. The major
advantage of this wearable over other wearable is that it can be used in any cell phone and
doesn't necessarily require an expensive smart phone and not a very tech savvy individual to
operate. The purpose of this device is to help parents locate their children with ease. At the
moment there are many wearables in the market which help track the daily activity of children
and also help find the child using Wi-Fi and Bluetooth services present on the device. But Wi-Fi
and Bluetooth appear to be an unreliable medium of communication between the parent and
child. Therefore, the focus of this paper is to have an SMS text enabled communication medium
between the child's wearable and the parent as the environment for GSM mobile communication
is almost present everywhere. The parent can send a text with specific keywords such as
"LOCATION" "TEMPERA TURE" "UV" "SOS" "BUZZ", etc., the wearable device will reply
back with a text containing the real time accurate location of the child which upon tapping will
provide directions to the child's location on Google maps app and will also provide the
surrounding temperature, UV radiation index so that the parents can keep track if the temperature
or UV radiation is not suitable for the child. The prime motivation behind this paper is that we
know how important technology is in our lives but it can sometimes can't be trusted, and we
always need to have a secondary measure at hand. The secondary measure used in this project is
the people present in the surrounding of the child who could instantly react for the child's safety
till the parents arrive or they could contact the parents and help locate them. The secondary
measure implemented was using a bright SOS Light and distress alarm buzzer present on the
wearable device which when activated by the parents via SMS text should display the SOS
signal brightly and sound an alarm which a bystander can easily spot as a sign of distress. Hence
this paper aims at providing parents with a sense of security for their child in today's time.
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EXISTING SYSTEM
In previous days, if a child had been theft or in danger it is difficult for the parents to identify the
location. They need the help of the people surrounding the child and sometimes the people
surrounding the child may do harm to him. The parents need to search all the places. At that
moment there are many wearables in the market which help track the daily activity of children
and also help find the child using Wi-Fi and Bluetooth services present on the device. But Wi-Fi
and Bluetooth appear to be an unreliable medium of communication between the parent and
child
DRAWBACKS
•

Wi-Fi and Bluetooth appear to be an unreliable medium of communication between the
parent and child.

•

Parents can’t get the location perfectly.

PROPOSED SYSTEM
The focus of this paper is to have an SMS text enabled communication medium between the
child's wearable and the parent as the environment for GSM mobile communication is almost
present everywhere. The parent can send a text with specific keywords such as "LOCATION"
"TEMPERA TURE" "UV" "SOS" "BUZZ", etc., the wearable device will reply back with a text
containing the real time accurate location of the child which upon tapping will provide directions
to the child's location on Google maps app and will also provide the surrounding temperature,
UV radiation index so that the parents can keep track if the temperature or UV radiation is not
suitable for the child. The prime motivation behind this paper is that we know how important
technology is in our lives but it can sometimes can't be trusted, and we always need to have a
secondary measure at hand. The secondary measure used in this project is the people present in
the surrounding of the child who could instantly react for the child's safety till the parents arrive
or they could contact the parents and help locate them. The secondary measure implemented was
using a bright SOS Light and distress alarm buzzer present on the wearable device which when
activated by the parents via SMS text should display the SOS signal brightly and sound an alarm
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which a bystander can easily spot as a sign of distress. Hence this paper aims at providing
parents with a sense of security for their child in today's time.
ADVANTAGES
•

It can be used in any cell phone and doesn't necessarily require an expensive smart phone

•

It provides the location of child to the parents.

SYSTEM EQUIREMENTS
H/W System Configuration:➢ Processor

- Pentium –IV

➢ RAM

- 4 GB (min)

➢ Hard Disk

- 20 GB

➢ Key Board

-

Standard Windows Keyboard

➢ Mouse

-

Two or Three Button Mouse

➢ Monitor

- SVGA

S/W System Configuration:➢ Operating System

: Windows 7 or 8 32 bit

➢ Application Server

: Tomcat5.0/6.X

➢ Programming Language
➢ Java Version

: Java
: JDK 1.6 and above
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